Aniseikonia for near vision with unilateral aphakia corrected by intraocular lenses.
1. Our methods for calculation of aniseikonia for near vision allow one to determine it in every patient with an intraocular lens. 2. With an eye with an artificial lens there is a correlation between the amount of accommodation used by the phakic eye and aniseikonia changes subject to the distance from the object. Calculations for aniseikonia for near vision in 43 patients showed that with accommodation used by the normal eye aniseikonia was increased by 3.0% to 7.8% as compared with aniseikonia for distance. With accommodation of the phakic eye lacking, aniseikonia for near vision did not differ much from its value for distance. 3. Calculations for aniseikonia for near vision showed the advantage of intraocular lens implantation for obtaining iso-iconia for distance or tolerable aniseikonia not more than 2.5% to 3.0%. 4. For obtaining iso-iconia for near vision it is necessary to correct the phakic eye to switch off its accommodation partially or completely (with emmetropia, correction +2.0D for near vision).